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Skills & Interests

Expertise
Creativity, Organizational behaviors, Responsible management, Chinese management practices.

International Interests
China-PRC

Qualification
Scholarly Academic

Academic Degrees
Doctorat IAE Aix-Marseille, France, 2015.

Work Experience
Assistant Professor, Skema Business School (2009 - Present), Sophia-Antipolis, Paris, France.
Training Development Manager, Nice Airport (1997 - 2002), Nice, France.
Lecturer, Chinese University (Zhongshan Daxue) (1990 - 1991), Guangzhou, China.
Lecturer, Chinese University (Guangxi Mingzu Xueyuan) (1989 - 1990), Guangxi, China.

Intellectual contributions

Articles in Journals

Articles in Proceedings

Chapters, Cases, Readings, Supplements
Toustou, B., & Rosner, G. (2019). Workshops créatifs. CCMP. CCMP.

Conference Presentations
Toustou, B. & Kaminska, R. (2019). How junior and senior scientists support one another along the different stages of the creative process. AIMS Conférence Internationale de Management Stratégique, GRENOBLE, France.

Other Research
2017: Richebé, N., & Toustou, B., Figure, représentation et créativité. [Not an IC]
2016: Richebé, N., & Toustou, B., Nouvelles dynamiques créatives en Côte d'Azur. [Not an IC]
2013: Toustou, B., Quels métiers pour les jeunes diplômés dans les fonctions RH ? La notion de service dans la fonction RH est à l'honneur. Le Journal des Grandes Ecoles et des Universités, 28 novembre 2013 [Applied or Integrative/application Scholarship]